1978 yamaha xs650 wiring diagram

Discussion in ' The Garage ' started by my94probese , Aug 21, Search Forums Recent Posts.
Search Media New Media. Log in or Sign up. Yamaha XS Forum. Enjoy XS Consider making a
donation to help support the site. Hey Facebook people We've created a group for XS Check it
out! Donate Facebook Group. Bobber wiring diagram Discussion in ' The Garage ' started by
my94probese , Aug 21, Tags: bobber diagram wiring diagram. Aug 21, 1. Extremely new to the
xs bobber Speedo no tach tank under the seat holding wires, battery and relays toggle switch
for power toggle switch for lights push button start no key and kick start stator and regulator I
just bought the boyer micro power ignition and plan to wire it up, but the previous owner has a
fucking mess. Aug 22, 2. Or you could follow one of the diagrams on here. Running kick only
makes it even easier. Last edited: Aug 22, Aug 22, 3. Here is the newest design I am working on
for choppers. Wires and switches in the bag. This can be designed to be handle bar mounted or
next to the seat. And the nice part is it comes with a plug that it can be removed for easy access
or to stop someone from riding your bike. I make these custom to your bike. This setup comes
complete with a complete harness. Aug 22, 4. Aug 23, 5. What diagram are you using? Aug 23,
6. JPG File size: 7. Aug 23, 7. The diagram at bottom shows both. So you must have a points
bike with older parts?????? Aug 23, 8. She kick starts on the first try, and runs smooth, may
need some timing adjustments. Aug 24, 9. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your username or email address: Do you already have
an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?
Discussion in ' The Garage ' started by pmalace , Nov 1, Search Forums Recent Posts. Search
Media New Media. Log in or Sign up. Yamaha XS Forum. Enjoy XS Consider making a donation
to help support the site. Hey Facebook people We've created a group for XS Check it out!
Donate Facebook Group. Tags: electrical. Nov 1, 1. Keeping it simple with just headlight and
brake light. Have seen few diagrams out there but want to be sure correct, running the single
coil that came with PAMCO kit. Nov 1, 2. Scroll down to the Electrical section, the first thread is
XS wiring diagrams. Look through the diagrams, find one that has the PMA and the Pamco. If
not just replace whatever ignition used with a Pamco. Most have an engine stop switch, kill
switch to some, just wire the Pamco after the Engine stop switch. XSLeo , Nov 1, Nov 1, 3. Nov
1, 4. Nov 1, 5. Nov 1, 6. Here is another variation of it. Nov 1, 7. Gheorghe , Nov 1, Nov 1, 8. You
can do as you want, but I have always thought having an engine stop switch on the bars near
the throttle a good idea. In some emergencies, like when you are laying in the road pinned
under the bike, the main switch is under the bike, fuel leaking out of the carbs and tank. Being
able to kill power to the ignition in an easy manner just might come in handy. Nov 4, 9. Stupid
question, but with a capacitor wired like Pete's diagram, does it charge on first kick? I get
nothing without using a battery, and if the battery gets low, the bike dies. Any advice on getting
it to run with a cap and possibly why the cap is not getting a charge with everything being new?
I have only ridden this around my street. Not registered yet, so no real miles on the electronics. I
purchased 2 Sparx caps from lowbrow, so that is what I am using. Nov 4, Im using a cheapo
25,uf 35v cap, hhb pma, and points. ProSimex , Nov 4, If you have the capacitor wired in with
reverse polarity, it will blow up as soon as the engine starts, so wear safety glasses this is no
joke. One of four things will happen when you first fire up a PMA conversion: 1. The engine will
start immediately, you will get Yeah, right The engine will not start because you are getting zero
output from the PMA and you will break your leg kicking it with no joy The engine will start
immediately but because you wired the capacitor in backwards the cap will explode and spray
shrapnel all over the garage, killing the cat Be careful and use a Voltmeter Last time I had it
running, before my small battery pack went dead, I was reading around 14v via my voltmeter.
Battery went dead and will not hold a charge it seems above 6v now, and I can not get the bike
to fire. Seems like it may have been running off the battery before. I know I have been through
this before in the past with you, asking how to separate the PAMCO via the battery from the rest
of the system, but I do not remember how to go about it. I will have to read on your site again on
checking the system. What voltage should I be reading with each kick? I wish I knew more
about trouble shooting electrical systems. Always worried I am going to fry the Pamco some
how. Jan 14, Pamcopete, So using your illustration with the toggle in lieu of the key, I am
assuming that coming from th efuse into my toggle woul dbe to toggle Power, then all others
would be tied into toggle ACC? Forgive my ignorance but want to ensure done correctly. Feb 8,
Feb 11, Most toggle switchs don't have a ground. Any way in the off position it shgould not let
power throiugh, in the on position power will flow out on the acc terminal. If so the yes hook
everthing to the acc terminal. A pic of your switch may be interesting. XSLeo , Feb 11, Feb 24,
Kyle deGans , Feb 24, Feb 25, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
Share This Page Tweet. Your username or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' The
Garage ' started by inxs , Oct 14, Search Forums Recent Posts. Search Media New Media. Log in

or Sign up. Yamaha XS Forum. Enjoy XS Consider making a donation to help support the site.
Hey Facebook people We've created a group for XS Check it out! Donate Facebook Group.
Tags: diagram electrical wiring. Oct 14, 1. Last edited by a moderator: Feb 26, Oct 17, 2. These
are great! Travis , Oct 17, Hightower-Ash98 and The Original Sy like this. Oct 21, 3.
Hightower-Ash98 likes this. Oct 22, 4. Hightower-Ash98 , Kottonmouthbmx and roadstar06 like
this. Dec 11, 5. I was just searching "wiring" to figure out what wires were for the turn signals
since PO removed them. Dec 12, 6. Last edited by a moderator: Jul 18, Jan 10, 7. Here is a set of
Standard Wiring Diagrams mostly colored. Some of these may have faults so be aware. Jayel,
Has supplied and converted these to a PNG image for us and the clarity is excellent Go down to
Jayel's post for diagrams of cable routing. Last edited: Feb 4, Steve C , Gator xs2 , Smeggy and
1 other person like this. Jan 10, 8. If you guys didn't know, large attachments will open in the
"light box" in a reduced size so you can see the whole thing. It depends on your monitor
resolution. Try clicking the image and it will open in your browser but most browser will also
reduce large images so you'll need to click the image one more time to see it full-sized. So
basically click the attachment to see it in the "light box" then click it two more times for full size.
Travis , Jan 10, Jim and gggGary like this. Jan 10, 9. Travis, I vote this post for a sticky or in a
tech section. Thanks INXS! Edit; sneaking this XS1 factory diagram in here. Last edited by a
moderator: Jul 16, Jan 10, Shaas, it's already listed under tech. I tweaked the name a little to
make it easier to find. Jan 11, Good stuff Skull! And thanks to the Pamcopete, Jayal,
retiredgentleman, and anyone else who had input to that diagram or any other diagram. Travis ,
Jan 11, Still have a bit on the hard drive and did copy and past to a word document some of the
info i was interested in for myself, but the info others gave in the threads i linked to the Vault or
bookmarked them on my computer Yamaman my have saved some I do think a credit should be
given to the owner or site the information was sourced from, courtesy really. Jan 12, I think we
all agree that trying to give credit when you can is a nice courtesy. Or keeping it open and
saying you don't know where they came from and "let me know if you do" Problem is, a lot of
times you may credit someone who just took them from somewhere else who took them from
somewhere else who scanned them from a manual. Who gets the credit, the guy who has a
scanner, the person who published the manual, or the last guy to copy them? Skull, I see even
your first diagram says edited by motorcycles So for that first image, at the minimum, the path
went: publisher creates it, "bob" scans and edits, jayel saves and posts to rider, you save it and
post here. So unless it's a picture someone took, a new diagram someone drew up, or another
new and original document that hasn't been whored all over the internet, I don't worry too much
over trying to find the original source of something. Not trying to sound like an assâ€¦ see the
first sentence of this post. Travis , Jan 12, PNG File size: Last edited: Jan 11, Speak of the devil!
You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your
username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Xs Wiring Diagram â€” xs bobber wiring diagram, xs
pamco wiring diagram, xs pma wiring diagram, Every electric structure is composed of various
diverse parts. Each part should be placed and connected with other parts in particular way. In
order to make sure that the electric circuit is built correctly, Xs Wiring Diagram is demanded.
How can this diagram aid with circuit building? The diagram offers visual representation of a
electrical arrangement. However, the diagram is a simplified version of this arrangement. This
makes the process of assembling circuit easier. There are just two things that will be found in
any Xs Wiring Diagram. The first element is symbol that indicate electric component from the
circuit. A circuit is usually composed by many components. The other thing you will get a
circuit diagram could be lines. Lines in the diagram show how each component connects to one
another. The arrangement is also not logical, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only shows
where to place component at a spot relative to other components within the circuit. Despite the
fact that it is exemplary, diagram is a good basis for anyone to build their own circuit. One thing
that you must learn before reading a circuit diagram would be the symbols. Every symbol that is
shown on the diagram reveals specific circuit element. The most common components are
capacitor, resistor, and battery. There are also other components such as floor, switch, motor,
and inductor. Everything rides on circuit that is being built. As stated earlier, the traces in a Xs
Wiring Diagram represents wires. At times, the cables will cross. But, it does not imply link
between the wires. Injunction of 2 wires is generally indicated by black dot on the junction of 2
lines. Colors can also be utilised to differentiate wires. Ordinarily, there are two chief kinds of
circuit links. The first one is known as string connection. Due to the electric current in each and
every component is similar while voltage of the circuit is complete of voltage in each
component. Parallel relationship is more complex compared to show one. Unlike in string
connection, the voltage of every component is similar. This circuit consists of branches which
are passed by distinct electrical current amounts. The present joins together when the branches

match. There are numerous items that an engineer needs to focus on when drawing wirings
diagram. To begin with, the symbols utilized in the diagram ought to be accurate. It should
represent the exact component needed to construct a planned circuit. It is also highly
suggested that engineer brings positive supply and negative source symbols for clearer
interpretation. Meanwhile, the negative supply emblem is put under it. The current flows from
the left to right. Besides that, diagram drawer is advised to limit the amount of line crossing.
The line and component placement should be made to lessen it. Because you can begin
drawing and translating Xs Wiring Diagram may be complicated job on itself. The advice and
suggestions that were elaborated above ought to be a fantastic kick start, however. Xs Wiring
Diagram. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring
diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various
different parts. Each part ought to be placed and linked to other parts in particular manner. If
not, theâ€¦. Each component ought to be set and linked to other parts in particular way. If not,
the arrangement will notâ€¦. Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram â€” craftsman
riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, murray riding lawn mower ignition switch
wiring diagram, riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, Every electric structure is
made up of various distinct pieces. Each component ought toâ€¦. Gallery of Xs Wiring Diagram.
Related Post to Xs Wiring Diagram Pool Pump Wiring Diagram Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v
pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring
diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various different parts. Nema R Wiring
Diagram. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Frame serial number The frame serial number is
stamped on the right side of the steering head stock. Engine serial number The engine serial
number is stamped on the front of the engine crank case. NOTE: The first three digits of these
numbers are for model identifications; Page 6 7. Rotor puller 9. Slide hammer 8. Clutch holding
tool Drive chain cutter Pocket tester Valve guide remover Valve guide installer Spoke wrench
Steering nut wrench Tappet adjuster wrench The need for costly overhaul work will be greatly
reduced. This information applies not only to vehicles already in service, but also to new
vehicles that are being prepared for sale. Light-weight Point cam lubri- very lightly A p p l y
cation wicks Page A. Carburetor b. Install the attachment and set the vacuum Carburetor c. Start
motorcycle and allow it to warm up 1. Idle mixture for 2 - 3 minutes. The warm-up is com- The
idle mixture is set at the factory by plete when engine responds normally to the use of special
equipment. Page C. It should be cleaned more often if the machine is operated in extremely
dusty areas. Oil level measurement B. Air filters a. To check the level, warm the engine up This
model uses a cartridge type air filter for several minutes. Page D. Clutch Adjustment d. Remove
the filter cover and oil filter 2. Mechanism adjustment securing bolt. Screw in the cable adjuster
on the lever holder until tight. Screw in the adjuster push screw until it lightly seats against a
clutch push rod. Page H. Exhaust System H. Exhaust system Remove all four tappet covers and
the Check for leakage from exhaust joints and generator cover. Turn the crankshaft to align the
rotor Replace gaskets if necessary. This places the pistons at the top dead Front Brake D. Front
brake Refill with the same type and brand of The brake can be adjusted by simplay adjust- brake
fluid; mixing fluids may result in a ing the distance that the brake lever can harmful chemical
reaction and lead to travel. Page G. Page 16 8. Pour specified amount of oil into the in- prevent
the formation of rust. Front fork oil: Yamaha fork oil 10 Wt Front fork oil capacity: - cc 5. Page J.
Steering fitting bolt and side stand pivots Lubricate the shafts Use steering nut wrench to
loosen top and pivots with Yamaha chain and cable steering fitting nut. Carbon Brushes c. Rust
or wear on the breaker arm or arm Ignition timing of right-hand cylinder shaft. Connect timing
light to d. Faulty insulation of the contact braker right-hand spark plug lead wire. Start engine.
Oil or dirt on the assembly. Page F. Sparkplug and thechassis lead is for the - terminal.
Preparation for removal Fuel tank removal Preparation for removal 1. All dirt, mud, dust and
foreign material should be thoroughly removed from the exterior of the engine before removal
and disassembly. Place machine on center stand. Star-f engine and allow it to warm up. Rocker
arm removal 1. Remove rocker shaft covers. Governor and breaker assembly removal 2.
Remove shouldered sleeves and O-rings. Remove the following parts in the order 3. Withdraw
rocker shafts with the special given. Page 24 I. Electric starter unit removal Remove the gea r
train cover, and idle gear 1 and 2. Push rod Push rod Aluminuml Push crown Hold the clutch
unit with the holding tool Washer 1. Kick axle 4. Kick gear 7. Spacer special tool , and unscrew
the clutch boss 2. Page 25 L. Transmission illustration Transmission 1. Page 26 the stopper
spring 6. Remove the neutral detent unit Release 2. Remove the bolts 1 and stopper plate 3.
Removecotter pins Pull out the shift cam 7. Pull the guide bar 14 out. Page 27 C. Valve, valve
guide and valve seat d. Use the appropriate shouldered punch 1. Valve guide special tool to
drive the old guide out a. If the valve guide inside diameter is be- and drive the new guide in.
Page 28 width. Measure the seat width with vernier face are severely worn, or 2 if the valve

calipers. Page 29 c. Another symptom of a fatigued spring is Standard size: insufficient spring
pressure when com- This can be checked using a valve 0. Test each spring individually. Place it
in the gauge 3. Page 30 4. All camshaft bearings should be removed, cleaned, dried, and the
races visually checked for pits, rust spots or chatter Wear Ilmit Standard marks where the balls
have dragged, If any of these conditions exists the bear- ing s should be replaced. Cam chain,
sprocket and dampers 1. Page 31 b. Determine piston clearance as follows: J. Piston pin Apply
a light film of oil to pin. Check for play. There should be no noticeable vertical play. If play
exists, check connecting rod small end for wear. Replace pin and con- necting rod as required.
Page 32 2. Check the clearance between outer rotor 5. Clutch springs Measure clutch spring
free length. Replace and inner rotor. Standard clearance: Clutch spring length: 0. Page 33 Check
to see that each gear properly Replace as All gaskets and seals should be replaced required.
Page 34 2. Apply Yamaha Bond No. Push the axle in. Check for correct operation. Page 35 n.
Pressure plate and clutch springs o. Primary drive gear Clutch screw torque: Drive gear torque:
1. O m-kg 7 ft-lb 9 m-kg 65 ft-lb b. Plate 2 d. Housing e. Bearing plate f. Bearing h. Clutch boss k.
Page 36 G. Generator 2. Install pistons on rods. The arrow on the 1. Lock the crank rotation at
the primary pistons must point to the front of the drive gear. Reverse the generator removal
sequence. NOTE: Always install new piston pin clips. Page 37 Make sure the timing is correct.
Cylinder heed cover 1. Install all components in the head cover. Apply Yamaha No. Install all
head cover retaining nuts and bolts and thread them down until lightly seated. Page 40
Description Air flow through the venturi is controlled by a throttle slide vacuum piston. The
slide is raised and lowered by engine vacuum rather than a cable linked directly to the throttle
grip. Specifications Main jet To inspect starter jet, remove three 3 Jet needle 5 0 2 - Page 41 E.
Adjustments 1. Float level adjustment Measure the distance from the bottom of the float to the
float bowl gasket surface. Bend the tongue on the float arm if any float level adjustment is
necessary. Both floats must be at the same height. Front axle inspection Front wheel inspection
Replacing wheel bearings.. Installing front wheel Removal the spokes at the high spot. Remove
cotter pin from front axle nut. Page 44 b. Tighten axle holder nuts. First tighten nut E. Installing
rear wheel on front end of axle holder, then tighten Lightly grease lips of rear wheel oil seals. To
install the rear wheel, reverse the removal procedure. Page 46 B. Caliper disassembly Remove
brake lever and spring. Remove caliper brake hose. Allow caliper 4. Remove master cylinder
from handlebars. Remove cap and drain remaining fluid. Place the open hose end into the container and pump the old fluid out of the master cylinder. Replace piston and dust seals if
damaged. Inspect master cylinder body. Replace if scratched. Clean all passages with new
brake fluid. Page 48 Use two wide, flat tire irons with rounded 5. Use new locking tube stem.
Constant friction and force from the chain creates wear on the sprocket teeth. If wear has
progressed to the extent Slip off shown in this illustration, replace the Page 50 A. Removal and
disassembly B. If the tube is scratched severe- For fork oil replacement only, refer to PAGE ly or
bent, it should be replaced. Page 51 D. Reassembly Grease bearings and races with wheel bearing grease. Bottom 2. T Install bottom fitting nut. Tighten to approximately 2. Page 52 3. Operate
shock absorber rod to check B. Swing arm removal damping. There should be no noticeable 1.
Remove nut on swing arm pivot bolt and damping as shock extends. Armature If the
commutator surface is dirty, clean NOTE: with grit sandpaper as shown in the Immediately after
cleaning, the yoke may drawing below. Wait for it After sanding, wash thoroughly with to
thoroughly dry before checking or re Page 56 Charging circuit diagram 4. Load 9. Stator coil 4.
Black 2. Fuse 6. Voltage regulator IO. Relay unit 2. White 5. Sky blue 3. Main switch 7. Generator
3. Yellow Pick up cable 6. Field Coil 4. Page 57 1. Check silicon rectifier as specified using b. If
the bottoms of the cells are filled with the Yamaha Pocket Tester. The service life of a battery is
usually 2 to 3 years, but lack of care as described below will shorten the life of the battery. Page
58 proper rpm, nor will it advance to its a. Negligence in keeping battery topped off fullest
extent. On occasion, lightweight with distilled water. Battery being left discharged.
Over-charging with heavy charge. Page 59 Standard values: Primary coil resistance: Secondary
coil resistance: E. Condenser test If the contact points show excessive wear, or the spark is
weak but the ignition coil is in good condition , check the condenser. Capacity test use Electro
Tester. Page 60 operates, always check battery voltage before Low battery voltage The life of a
spark plug and its discoloring indicates either a faulty battery, low battery vary according to the
habits of the rider. At each periodic inspection, replace burned of water, or a defective charging
system. Page 61 B. Reserve lighting system 1. Description: The reserve lighting system has two
functions: 1 It notifies the rider that one of the head lamp filaments is inopera- tive, and 2 it
switches current from the inoperative filament to the remaining functional filament. Page 62 3.
Circuit diagram. Self-canceling flasher system 1. Description The self-cancaling flasher system
turns off the turn signal after a period of time or distance involved in turning or changing lanes.
Generally, the signal will cancel after either 10 seconds, or meters, whichever is greater. Page

63 4. Inspection: If the flasher self-canceling system should become inoperative, proceed as
follows: a. Pull off the 6-pin connectar from the flasher canceling unit, and operate the handle
switch. Torque Specifications Page 65 When applying torque to multi-secured fastener
components, the several studs should be tightened in gradual stages and in a pattern that will
avoid warpage to the item being secured. Torque settings are for dry, clean threads. Page 66
Thread dia. Page 67 Page 68 7. Page 70 IO. Page 71 71 Clutch spring Free IengthlDuantity Page
73 Approx. Page 75 4 Voltage regulator 0. Please read this material carefully. Page Maintenance
Interval Charts A. Page 82 E. Turn the left end of the crankshaft counterclockwise. As the
crankshaft is turning, check to see that the cam chain adjuster push rod is flush with the end of
the bolt. Page 83 6. Retighten screws. Check timing again for right cylinder. Repeat procedure
steps for left cylinder. Right cylinder timing adjustment 2. Left cylinder timing adjustment Page
15 F. Spark plug Check electrode condition and wear, insula- tor color and electrode gap. Use a
wire gauge for adjusting the plug gap. Check chain condition. Page 87 Check specific gravity.
Check breather pipe for 1 5 Batfew proper operation. Failure to do so may be a violation of law.
Page 89 Yamaha Motor Corporation, U. NOTE: A special socket is neces- sary for tightening
these special bolts. The heads will shear off when the bolts have been properly torqued. Timing
plate pointer 7. Page 90 e. Inspect the starter plunger assembly for damage. If damaged,
replace. Float level Hold the carburetor in an upside down position. Hold the floats so the tang
is just touching the float needle. Measure the distance from the top of the float to the float bowl
gasket base surface without the gasket. Description mounted on the generator case and a This
model is equipped with a battery permanent magneto on the rotor which operated, fully
transistorized breakerless is mounted to the crankshaft. When the ignition system. Page 92
turned on and the crankshaft is not turned, the protective circuit stops gap until misfire occurs.
Test at various current flow to the primary coil within rpm between idle and red line. When the
crankshaft is Minimum spark gap: 6 mm 0. Page 93 Minimum brush length: 7 mm 0. If resistance
is Even if only one of the subjected to overcharging. General 1. IN: 0. Page 98 0. Warp limit 0.
Page 4 Shock absorber spring mm 8. Page 7. Page 3. Wear limit 4 mm 0. The low-speed pass
assumes an initial speed of 20 mph. Page B. Page Fuel level: 1 f 1 mm 0. Start the engine and
stop it after a few minutes of run. This procedure is neces- sary to obtain the correct fuel level.
NOTE: 6. Page With the engine stopped, check the oil level through the level window located at
the lower part of the right side crankcase cover, or screw the dip stick completely out and then
the stick in the hole. NOTE: Wait a few minutes until the oil level settles before checking.
Remove the tension bar and the brake rod from the brake shoe plate. The ten- sion bar can be
removed by removing the cotter pin and nut from the tension bar bolt. Loosen the rear wheel
axle nut. Loosen the lock nuts on each side. To tighten chain turn chain puller adjusters
clockwise. To loosen chain turn adjus- ters counterclockwise and push wheel forward. Page E.
The lining should be replaced when it wears to less than 2 mm 0. To check, see the wear
indicator position while depressing the brake pedal. Hence, the following description.
Accordingly, the starter motor will not start when the transmission is shifted into any
Description position other than neutral, unless the clutch Page 9. Page I. Page Gear ratio: 1st 2.
Page 4 Shock absorber spring Free length mm Page Regulator I. Main 10A x 1 pc. Headlight
Signal Ignition Page Torque Specifications Part to be tightened Thread dia. Page Thread dia.
Page Supplementary Page Unit: km mi Check tension, alignment B. Inspect thoroughly 2,
Medium-weight Steering bearings Pack moderately wheel bearing grease Yearly or. Page
position so that its top end is approx. Drive chain 1. Tension check footrest top end. NOTE:
Secure the adjuster lock nut. Page 1. Lock nut 4. Adjuster 5. Cotter pin 3. Marks for align PAGE
29 - 33 Installing front wheel brake and XSE front brake. Always secure the front wheel axle as
follows: D. Page Check the armature and field coil for shorting and insulation. Replace armature as required. A: Pad thickness If damaged, the starter C: Wear indicator assembly must be
replaced. Page 2. Page To starter relay To A. Generator PAGE 62 Page Part to be tightened
Thread dia. Page 12mm 1. Page 5 Inner tuba O. Page Wire diameter x winding diameter 7.
Electrical 1. Adjust free play. Page 1 month or 7 months or 6 months or 12 months or24month 3.
Yamaha fork oil Refill to speciflcatmn. Steering Ball Check bearmgs assembly Repack repack
every 16, km grease. Rear brake The rear brake pedal should be so adjusted that it has a free
play of 13 - 15 mm 0. Loosen the adjuster lock nut for pedal Maximum load limit kg Ibl kg lb Pour
specified amount of oil into the clockwise. Page PAGE 29 - 33 Engine Specifications should be
changed as Engine mounting bolt torCWe: 1. Page Except for the following, the same procedure
4. Page for damage. If damaged, the starter A: Pad thickness assembly must be replaced.
Reserve lighting system C: Wear indicator 1. Page PAGE 62 Page Piston ring design 0. Page 3
mm 0. Wear limit 2. Page 5. O lit 2. Page 4. Page Fuel Hose Check for leakage. Retlghten as necrExhaust System Replace gasket s tf necessary. Idle Speed Adjust cable free play. Page 1 6 0 0
mil K3,OOOmil 2. Yamaha fork oil Refill to specification. Repack repack every 16, km Check

bearings for smooth Medium weight rotation. Before servicing tires, please note the following
instructions. Correct any such Aluminium wheels hazard before riding. If a tire tread Always
inspect the aluminium wheels shows crosswise lines, it means that the tire is worn to its limit.
Page deflection is approximately 20 - 30 mm 0. If the deflection exceeds 20 - 30 mm 0. Tension
adjustment Loosen the rear brake adjusting nut XSF only. Remove the cotter pin of the rear
wheel axle nut with pli
grand fc mustangs
ryobi bc30 parts diagram
wr250r service manual
ers. Page 6. Check timing again PAGE 39 - 40 for right cylinder. Repeat procedure steps 2 - 6
for left C. Front wheel inspection XSSF only cylinder. Check for cracks, bends, or warpage of
wheels. Page PAGE 40 - 44 Armature relay so that the headlight comes on auto- Check the outer
surface of the com- matically when the engine is started and the mutator. Page PAGE 61 - 62
settings are for dry, clean threads. Torquing The following torque specifications muSt be
adhered to on every machine. When applying NOTE: torque to multi-secured fastener
components, Certain items with other than standard thread the several studs should be
tightened in pitches may require differing torque. Page Torque Specifications SOHC twin,
parallel forward incline cc Kick and electric starter 7 Ignition system Battery ignition wet sump
2. Page 41 Front fork travel mm 5. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In
OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

